
CLP Podcast 459 7-13-21 
 

• Show notes are now posted on Discord and now in the site.   

• Congrats to Michael Galatolie for cashing in $1500 in a $130 buy in.  

• PLO8 solver work w Monker I call for help... 

• fun session last night (most fun playing since COVID) RESULTS: $3800 on 

stream, $-2165 off stream and $-400 PLO bomb pots .. Mask wearing intro 

hand a bit post stream  

• importance of hand recall and how I see losing players email/submit me 

hands.  Every CLP sub has the feature to email me a hand or question per 

week, keep it concise. I will be reading them more periodically  

 
Email #1  14:20-- anonymous tipping and beat ability of small stakes tournies, 1-1 
coaching, staking and pieces. 
 
Email #2 28:40 -- Nate -- crushes overnight session then playing against OMC nits  
 
Hand 1: 36:15 Bart post stream..  
 
$5k effective. 7 handed 5-10-25. I believe this was against the same guy I tried to 
bluff with A6hh if u heard the pod last week.  White kid want to be pro, prob 
small winner.   
 
UTG limps, CO to $100, Hero SB 3! to $350 w Kd Jd, CO calls.  $750 
 
FLOP: Ts 8d 4s.. I bet $350, he calls (I wanted to be large here prob should be 
$500)? $1450 
 
TURN: Qh I bet $1000, he calls.  $3450 
 
RIVER: 3c Hero? Is this a spot because I have a J in my hand and block J9, QJ I 
should be moving all-in vs say AK? 
 



Hand 2: 50:45 Hand reading excercise from a hand not used in the call-in Joe 
Reeves submission 
 
$200 max. $1/$2 No Limit Holdem 7 handed.  
 
UTG ($50) raise to $10, Hero ($1100) calls Ah Ad. Fold to BB ($900) 3! bets to $40, 
UTG calls. Hero 4! bets to $120.  
BB calls, UTG calls all-in for $10.  
 
FLOP: Qs 7h 5d ($150/$140) BB checks.  Hero bets $175, BB thinks its $75 and 
calls, doesn’t know its $175 but they force him to keep the $75 in the pot so he 
calls the $175. IMPORTANT 
 
TURN: Js ($150/$490) BB checks, Hero bets $250, BB calls.  
 
RIVER: Ac  ($150/$990) BB checks Hero call-in $350, BB calls.  What hand does he 
have here?  
 
 
 
 


